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INTRODUCTION

On January 11, 1999, Intervenors Eastern Navajo Dine' Against Uranium Mining

("ENDAUM") and Southwest Research and Information Center ("SRIC") (jointly, hereinafter

"Intervenors") filed a joint brief ("Brief') challenging Hydro Resources, Inc.'s ("HRI's") license

to construct and operate in-situ leach ("ISL") uranium mining facilities based on "radioactive air.

emissions at the Crownpoint project."' Intervenors' brief is but one part of its third presentation

of four to be filed by Intervenors in the above captioned proceeding pursuant to the Presiding

Officer's Memorandum and Order (Scheduling and Partial Grant of Motion for Bifurcation), of

September 22, 1998 ("September 22 Order"), and the Joint Notice of Modification of Schedule

for Written Presentations of November 5, 1998. Pursuant to these orders, Intervenors may

Grace Sam and Marilyn Morris, also intervenors in the above captioned proceeding, did
not file a brief regarding radioactive air emissions.
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submit written presentations during Phase I of this proceeding relating to HRL's proposed ISL

operations on Church Rock Section 8.2 Intervenors, however, continue to present page upon

page of argument and supporting testimony regarding areas outside of Section 8. The Presiding

Officer should dismiss these arguments and testimony summarily as they are irrelevant at this

time. To the extent that Intervenors take issue with activities at Section 8 specifically, as

discussed below, Intervenors' brief fails to show that HRI's license results in inadequate

protection of public health and safety and that it is based on an inadequate consideration of

environmental issues related to radiological air emissions.3 For this reason, Intervenors' request

for relief should be denied.

BACKGROUND

As a preliminary matter, human exposure to radiation should be placed in context.

Naturally occurring radioactive materials ("NORM") is ubiquitous in the environment.

Therefore, radiation exposure is, has been, and will continue to be, unavoidable. Radiation

exposure comes from cosmic sources and the earth's surface (terrestrial radiation emission from

rocks and soils deposited internally through air and ingestion pathways). As the NRC has noted,

'everything on the planet, including every living thing, is bathed is a sea of radiation from these

various sources. This is commonly referred to as 'natural background,' 'background radiation,'

or more simply 'background.''4

2 See September 22 Order at 2-3.

3 As discussed in HRI's prior briefs, the appropriate standard can be found at 10 C.F.R.
§ 40.32(c) and (d) and in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et
seq. ("NEPA"). See also, Hydro Resources, Inc., 40-8968-ML, Partial Initial Decision (Waste
Disposal Issues) (Feb. 3, 1999).

NRC, "Background as a Residual Radioactivity Criterion for Decommissioning,"
NUREG-1501 (July 1994) at 3.
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Human exposure to "background radiation" varies depending on the climate, weather.

geography, meteorology, topography, and time. Background radiation total effective dose

equivalents (TEDE) in the United States range from 100 millirem per year (mrem/yr) to 1000

mrem/yr, with the higher exposures in the higher altitude, mineralized areas of the western

United States.5 NRC has further noted that "82% of the total dose to the U.S. population comes

from naturally occurring radiation sources.'6 Therefore, as the Health Physics Society (HPS)

notes, "[c]onditions that produce a distribution of radiation doses and risks to people within the

normal range of background should be regarded as natural.",7

Almost all natural soils contain some radium which decays into radon. Depending, in

part, upon the amount of radium present in the soils and factors related to radium decay, radon

emanates naturally in varying quantities from both soils and plants. Concentrations of radon in

the air vary depending on place, time of day and year, altitude, temperature, and meteorological

conditions.

Human activities can cause exposure to radon and its decay products (commonly referred

to as daughters) by disturbing soils and altering surface radioactivity. Activities such as farming,

tilling and fertilizing soil, construction and mining can all lead to increased radon exposure.

NRC estimates that certain activities such as farming contribute approximately six times more

radon to the environment than all uranium mining and milling activities.8 Compared to natural

5 NRC, "Generic Environmental Impact Statement in Support of Rulemaking on
Radiological Criteria for Decommissioning of NRC-Licensed Nuclear Facilities," NUREG-1496
(July 1994) at 7-7 (emphasis added).
6 NUREG - 1496 at 7-8.

7 Health Physics Society, Scientific and Public Issues Committee Position Statement:
Radiation Standards for Site Cleanup and Restoration (June 1993) at 10.
8 NRC, Radon Releases from Uranium Mining and Milling and Their Calculated Health

Effects, NUREG-CR-0757, Table 13 (1981).
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sources of radon emissions, however, the incremental contribution of human activities to

cumulative human radon burden is extremely small. 9

The primary health threat related to radon is due to the inhalation of air containing radon

daughters, not radon itself.'0 Risk associated with this irradiation is based upon long-term

cumulative exposure." For example, as NRC has noted, radiation exposure from uranium mill

tailings piles presents no acute health hazard because "long and sustained exposure to

radioactivity in the tailings pile would be required to produce any significant chance of adverse

effect."'' 2 Moreover, as EPA has noted, "people need to be occupying a structure and not just

standing outdoors" for radon health risks to be applicable.' 3 For these reasons, in situ mining

operations, which are outdoors and separated from the public by fencing, etc., result in a very

small contribution (even less than mill tailings piles) to public exposure to radon and do not pose

any significant potential risk to public health. We turn now to the specific claims raised by

Intervenors' in their brief.

ARGUMENT

I. INTERVENORS' CLAIMS LACK MERIT AS THEY ARE BASED ON A
MISINTERPRETATION OF 10 C.F.R. PART 20

Intervenors' complaint regarding radiological air emissions resulting from HRI's

intended activities at Churchrock Section 8 can be boiled to the following four points: (1)

9 Id.
10 NCRP, Ionizing Radiation Exposure of the Population of the United States, Report No.

93 (Sept. 1, 1987) at 12 ("NCRP Report"); Nuclear Energy Agency, Dosimetry Aspects of
Exposure to Radon and Thorium Daughter Products (Sept. 1983). Radon gas is inhaled and
exhaled too rapidly during human breathing to allow for decay from radon daughters.

NCRP at 12.
12 NRC, NUREG-0706, (Sept. 1980), NRC, Generic Environmental Impact Statement

("GEIS") Vol. I at 12-3 1.
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existing background radon at the Churchrock project site is not "background radiation- (i.e.,

natural background) as defined in 10 C.F.R. § 20.1003 as it derives from source material from

mining operations, and as such must be considered when evaluating whether HRI's operations

are within applicable NRC standards; (2) HRI and NRC failed to adequately consider gamma

radiation when determining that HRI's operations are within prescribed limits; (3) HRI's

exposure calculations were inaccurate; appropriate calculations show a "significant chance"

(approximately fifty percent in the upper case) that HRI's airborne emissions will exceed

regulatory limits; and (4) the FEIS "ignores data regarding gamma radiation levels, distorts data

on existing radon levels, and misrepresents existing radon levels as "natural background"

radiation. Unfortunately for Intervenors, they reach these conclusions based on an incorrect

interpretation of 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Also, Intervenors fail to recognize that HRI's exposure

calculations were based on a dose code prescribed by NRC and used throughout the uranium

recovery industry (including both conventional mills and in situ leach facilities) for this purpose.

A. Intervenors Misinterpret and Misapply the Regulatory Requirements of 10
C.F.R. Part 20 Regarding Background Radiation

Throughout their brief, Intervenors, relying on 10 C.F.R. Part 20, argue that HRI and the

Staff miscalculated dose calculations for radon and gamma radiation at the Church Rock site

because they excluded the contribution from existing anthropogenic sources of radon and gamma

based on the mischaracterization that these sources constitute "natural background radiation."' 4

Intervenors reach this conclusion based on the "plain language" of § 20.1001 (b) and the

"regulatory definition of background" and demand that NRC's comments regarding the rule "be

Footnote continued from previous page
13 48 Fed. Reg. 15,076, 15,083 (Apr. 6, 1983).
14 See e.g., Brief at 8.
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disregarded." Id. at 7. It is Intervenors who ignore the definition of "background" and the plain

language of the rule, not HRI and the Staff.

NRC's regulations define background as:

Background radiation means radiation from cosmic sources;
naturally occurring radioactive material, including radon (except as
a decay product of source or special nuclear material); and global
fallout as it exists in the environment from the testing of nuclear
explosive devices or from past nuclear accidents such as
Chernobyl that contribute to background radiation and are not
under the control of the licensee. "Background radiation" does not
include radiation from source, byproduct, or special nuclear
materials regulated by the Commission.15

10 C.F.R. § 20.1003 (emphasis added). Thus, the scope of Part 20 protections extend to sources

of radiation "within the licensee's control," not as Intervenors suggest, "to all anthropogenic

sources of radiation." This "plain language" interpretation is further supported by NRC's

response to comments to Part 20 Rule on Standards for Protection Against Radiation, 56 Fed.

Reg. 23,360, 23, 374 (May 21, 1991):

Comment: Inclusion of doses from other licensed or unlicensed
radiation sources. Many commenters expressed an opinion that the
dose should not be all-inclusive and should not include fallout
from nuclear weapons tests, transportation of radioactive material,
or other sources of radiation not under the control of the licensee.

15 The terms "source material" and "byproduct material", which are relevant for purposes
of regulating in situ leach mining and milling, are defined in 10 C.F.R. § 20.1002 as follows:

Source material means- (1) Uranium or thorium, or any combination of uranium and
thorium in any physical or chemical form; or (2) Ores which contain, by weight,
one-twentieth of one percent (0.05 percent), or more, or uranium, thorium, or any
combination of uranium and thorium. Source material does not include special nuclear
material.

Byproduct material means- (1) Any radioactive material (except special nuclear
material) yielded in, or made radioactive by, exposure to the radiation incident to the process
of producing or utilizing special nuclear material; and (2) The tailings or wastes produced by
the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from ore processed primarily for its
source material content, including discrete surface wastes resulting from uranium solution
extraction processes. Underground ore bodies depleted by these solution extraction
operations do not constitute "byproduct material" within this definition.
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Response: The new lower dose limit for members of the general
public (which was described as a "reference level" in the proposed
rule) applies only to doses from radiation and radioactive
materials under the licensee 's control.

(emphasis added). Thus, demonstrating both common sense and a grasp of the obvious, the

agency charged with promulgating regulations to control airborne radiological emissions from

Atomic Energy Act regulated facilities has developed a regulation requiring licensee's operations

to meet prescribed emissions limits calculated based solely on radiation sources within the

licensee's control. The Commission's interpretation of its own regulations should be deferred to,

not disregarded as Intervenors suggest. See Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1 (1965); Unemployment

Comp. Comm 'n v. Aragon, 329 U.S. 143 (1946).

Thus, based on the above, all of Intervenors' arguments regarding HRI's operations

exceeding prescribed limits fall of their own weight, specifically, Intervenors' claims that the

FEIS wrongly lumps Church Rock and Crownpoint together in characterizing background radon

levels, (p. 9), the FEIS ignores features of the Church Rock data which strongly indicate that

radon releases at that site emanate from anthropogenic sources rather than natural background

(p. 10) and the FEIS ignores the history of the area which demonstrates that the Church Rock area

was heavily mined in the past are all based on a misinterpretation of the definition of

"background radiation."

B. HRI and NRC Adequately Considered Gamma Radiation When
Determining that HRI's Operations Are Within Prescribed Limits

Intervenors claim that "existing sources of gamma radiation exceed NRC regulatory

limits for exposure of the public to radioactive material [t]hus the addition of another source [i.e.

HRI's operations] would not be compliance with 10 C.F.R. § Part 20." See Brief at 12-14. Here

again, Intervenors' conclusions are based on a misinterpretation of 'background" radiation and

an apparent lack of understanding of gamma radiation. Specifically, Intervenors again try to
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hold HRI responsible for activities outside of its control as the licensee. As discussed above, this

was not the intention of NRC in its definition of background radiation nor its purpose in enacting

Part 20 standards. Therefore, to the extent Intervenors rely on their misinterpretation of

"background radiation" to conclude that exposure will exceed regulatory limits if HRI's license

is not revoked, they are incorrect.

As an aside, on page 12 of their brief, Intervenors state "[g]iven the magnitude of the

readings in the vicinity, and the downwind location of the nearest residence, it is possible that the

dose rate at the closest residence exceeds 50 mrem/yr above natural background." (emphasis

added). As pointed out by Dr. Eggleston, see Eggleston Affidavit at ¶15 (attached), gamma

radiation is not transported through wind and therefore, Intervenors' speculative assertions are

baseless. Moreover, as stated above, they are based on a misinterpretation of "background

radiation." Finally, Intervenors fail to point to a specific source of gamma radiation or explain

how an individual will be exposed to levels above those permitted by the regulations.

Intervenors apparently ignore the fact that for gamma radiation exposure to be significant, as

with X-rays, there must be proximity to a source by an individual for an extended period of

time. 16

16 As EPA recognized in the mill tailings pile context, gamma radiation decreases by at

least a factor of three from the center to the edge of a waste pile. EPA, Diffuse NORM- Waste
Characterization and Preliminary Assessment (May, 1993) at D-B- 14. As "gamma radiation
levels can be found to triple across a small field," for an individual to exposed to gamma
radiation at Section 8 due to HRI's operations at levels above those provided in NRC's
regulations, the individual must be proximate to a source (i.e. within the fence-line) for a
continuous period of time. See NRC, "Background as a Residual Radioactivity Criterion for
Decommissioning," NUREG- 1501 ( July 1994) at 3. As stated above, Intervenors fail to
reference any source of gamma radiation from HRI's planned operation at Section 8 or point to
any individual that may be exposed.
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C. HRI's Exposure Calculations Are Accurate

Next, Intervenors take issue with NRC's conclusion in the FEIS that radiation doses from

the Crownpoint project will be significantly below regulatory limits. Brief at 14, citing FEIS at

4-78, 4-79, 4-83 and 4-85. Intervenors are correct that this conclusion is based in part on dose

modeling using the MILDOS computer model program that, in turn, uses various assumptions

about the source term of radioactive material, atmospheric dispersion and the location of

potential receptors. Id., FEIS at 4-74, 4087. However, Intervenors' conclusion that the FEIS

conclusion regarding doses from airborne releases is "fundamentally unreliable" is mistaken.

Contrary to Intervenors' assertions, the underlying assumptions about the source term were

based on an appropriate interpretation of radon-222 measurements in the groundwater at the

Crownpoint site. NRC need not have performed "uncertainty analysis" of the data.

On page 14 of their brief, Intervenors assert that an uncertainty analysis of the data

should have been performed to account for the "significant variability of radon-222

measurements." Brief at 14. An uncertainty analysis, as called for by Intervenors, is simply a

self-serving analytical approach which ignores that radon concentration in groundwater varies

across an ore body (as does the parent, radium-226). See Eggleston Affidavit at ¶11. The

approach used attempts to attach a time element to the analysis based on an hour by hour

expectation of variability and then further exaggerates this with an assumption that the higher

concentrations will be represented more frequently in time.

As Dr. Eggleston points out, an examination of the data used to describe the

concentration of circulating radon in the lixiviant shows that a wide range of data is observed.

Further examination of the data graphically indicates a high frequency associated with lower

values of radon compared to the low frequency of high radon values. On the basis of a

geographical distribution, data shows a preponderance (70%) of radon values below 130,000

pCi/L. Id. at ¶11 (Figure 1). As Figure 1 shows, the high values for radon referenced in
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Intervenors' brief as justification for elevating the source term occur with very low frequency.

Id. This data distribution means that an average value, including the extremely high values,

represents a conservative assessment of the source term, not an underestimation as asserted by

Intervenors.

It should be noted that source terms similar to the one used for the Church Rock mine

have been used for several other in situ mines using the same mining technology. The source

terms for these mines were based on a variety of techniques including water analyses and

calculated ore body emissions using methods mandated by the NRC. Furthermore, none of the

mines for which these source terms were developed have shown, during field verification of

predicted dose, any nearest residence or downwind boundary receptor concentrations of radon

above those predicted by the model. In fact, MILDOS tends to be overly conservative in

predicting dose under these circumstances. Id.

Again relying on the testimony of Mr. Franke, Intervenors argue that MILDOS is only

applicable to continuous releases and not applicable to an in situ mining operation because of

variation in groundwater radon-222 concentrations. Brief at 15. A wellfield produces water from

several points within the ore body. The commingling of produced water is very similar to

producing a composite sample from a relatively large area (several acres) composed of several

sample points or production wells. This commingled water is produced 24 hours per day, 365

days a year, barring mechanical difficulties. Such production is continuous and takes place at a

relatively constant flow rate. If we were to consider the example provided for source term

derivation, all the wells would be producing and the rate of production from each well would be

similar to the others. All the water from the individual wells would be collected into one

composite flow representing all the' wells. The source term for this water represents the

continuous production of this water. Therefore, it is appropriate to use a Gaussian model for

predicting dose from air emissions from such a mine where emissions are wholly based on
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circulating water. See Eggelston Affidavit at ¶13. Thus, contrary to Intervenors' assertion, it is

unreasonable to assume some type of dose distribution that varies greatly from time to time.

HRI recognizes that the Gaussian model is subject to limitations. See e.g., NCRP, 1983.

To overcome any limitations, field verification of model predictions is completed. Here, HRI

proposed to complete such verification and NRC requires it in HRI's license. See License

Conditions 9.8 and 10.30. It is important to note that conservatism has been included within the

assumptions used for the HRI model runs and MILDOS itself, which in turn, lead to conservative

results from the modeling. The modeling included such protective factors as the following:

* Within the development of the source terms for the HRI
models, a Mobil Corporation database for Crownpoint was
employed. This database was for radon-222 concentrations in
groundwater determined during a Mobil operation partially in
Unit 1. (The data presented in Table 3 of Intervenors' brief is
taken from this database.) Only production wells within Unit 1
were used to describe the groundwater concentrations. Other
data was available for wells extending north in sections 15 and
16 on the remainder of the pilot project and over the ore body.
If all the available radon data was included in the calculation of
the radon concentration in the re-circulating water, the
concentration of radon-222 used for calculating the source term
would have been lowered by more than one-third.

" No provision was made in the modeling for the dilution of
dissolved radon from its beginning concentration by
introduction of water outside the ore body during mining due to
the cone of depression maintained by mining operations.
Water from outside the ore body is much lower in radon
concentration than water from within the ore zone.

" No provision is made for the diminution of radon emissions
during the restoration phase of mining when radium is removed
from the groundwater.
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By including these protective factors, the modeling results are overly conservative and more

protective than is truly required for an in situ mining operation. ' 7

The question of uncertainty concerning model predictions raised in the brief ignores that

the uncertainties of models have their greatest impacts under conditions of high concentrations,

high possible dose, and discontinuous operations. The proposed activities at Church Rock do not

meet these conditions; therefore, the degree of uncertainty is minimal. See Eggleston Affidavit

at ¶ 13.

Finally, Intervenors allege that the use of MILDOS constitutes a misrepresentation,

distortion, or failure to disclose key information concerning airborne emissions from the

Crownpoint site by HRI. First, NRC requires that the applicant use MILDOS to estimate

impacts from airborne emissions. In fact, MILDOS has been the standard of the industry since

the early 1980's. Second, MILDOS has been under development for many years and has a

demonstrated track record as a conservative model in estimating impacts from an in situ mine.

See Eggleston Affidavit at ¶13. Finally, MILDOS has not underpredicted impacts in any in situ

mine for the receptors modeled. Id. at ¶13.

17 As the Presiding Officer noted in the Partial Initial Decision on Waste Disposal Issues
(Feb 3, 1999), waste products from HRI's in situ operations are far less hazardous than mill
tailings. Similarly, radiation exposure from in situ mining is far less than from mill tailings piles.
NRC has noted that radiation exposure from mill tailings piles presents no acute health hazard
because "long and sustained exposure to radioactivity in the tailings pile would be required to
produce any significant chance of adverse effect." NRC, NUREG-0706 (Sept. 1980); NRC,
Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GELS) Vol. I at 12-13. It should be noted that neither
Intervenors nor Franke reference any specific exposure to any individual from HRI's operation.
Rather, Intervenors and Franke merely speculate that exposure may exceed applicable limits. It
is important to note that "by virtually any measure, the risk for people living at distances beyond
several kilometers from a pile is trivial." National Academy of Sciences, Scientific Basis for the
Risk Assessment and Management of Uranium Mill Tailings (1986) at 165. Thus, radiation
exposure from in situ mining operations, which results in less exposure than from mill tailings
piles, is at worst trivial.
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II. The FEIS Is Adequate

On pages 20-22 of their brief, Intervenors argue, in sum, that the FEIS "ignores data

regarding gamma radiation levels, distorts data on existing radon levels, and misrepresents

existing radon levels as "natural background radiation." Here again, Intervenors' arguments are

based on a misinterpretation of "background radiation" and NRC regulations. Moreover, as

discussed above, the data on existing radon levels was not distorted, but rather, accounted for

accurately in the FEIS and in the application materials that HRI provided to the Staff.

With respect to Intervenors' concerns over gamma radiation, it is important to note that

gamma radiation at Church Rock was measured before materials associated with previous

mining were removed during the subsequent site clean-up performed by HRI. See Eggleston

Affidavit at ¶15. In accordance with HRI's license, gamma radiation will again be measured

before operations begin at the site and any gamma radiation observed at that time will establish

background levels against which operational impacts will be measured. See License Conditions

10.30 and 9.8. It is likely that background gamma radiation at the site will be elevated due to the

presence of naturally occurring radioactive materials. Id. It is also likely that the gamma

radiation associated with Section 8 will be different compared to the Crownpoint site. Id. Such

variation is common among prospective in situ uranium mining sites. Id.

Intervenors are correct that gamma radiation was not measured at the nearest residence in

the early pre-operational baseline studies. However, they ignore the fact that the residence at

issue did not exist at the time of the early pre-operational baseline studies. Intervenors also fail

to mention that monitoring of this residence is required under HRI's license. See License

Condition 9.8 and 10.30.

Finally, the FEIS statement that "radiological effects during project construction would

include natural background plus remnant radiation stemming from previous mining and milling

activities near the Church Rock site" reflects the original site condition. Remnant radiation
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following the HRI clean-up is now solely due to natural background and does not contain

elements of previous mining and milling activity wastes considered source and by-product

material. Furthermore, since the gamma radiation arising from the site is background, it does not

create a dose above natural background. In any event, pursuant to its license, HRI must again

measure radiation at the site to ensure compliance prior to commencing operation, see COP 9.5,

and License Conditions 10.30, 9.8, and must report exposures of individuals to radioactive

materials. License Condition 12.5.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to Intervenors' allegation that HRI and NRC "fail to provide reasonable

assurance that radioactive emissions from the Crownpoint Project will be maintained within

regulatory limits in 10 CFR Part 20, HRI has demonstrated through experience, data and

modeling that no individual member of the public will be exposed above the limits of 10 CFR

Part 20 in any unrestricted area due to the Crownpoint Project. NRC Staff reviewed the data and

modeling and reached the same conclusion. Intervenors' arguments to the contrary are based on

unsupported conclusions, misstatements of fact and law, and an apparent misunderstanding of

the basic processes involved in in situ leach uranium mining. In addition, Intervenors'

complaints about the FEIS lack merit. Most importantly, however, Intervenors and Franke fail to

state who will be exposed to radiation at levels above those prescribed by NRC's regulations or

how they will be exposed.

Thus, Intervenors' brief fails to show that HRI's license results in inadequate protection

of public health and safety and that it is based on an inadequate consideration of environmental

issues related to radiological air emissions. For this reason, and those stated above, Intervenors'

request for relief should be denied.
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Respectfully submitted this 11 th day of February, 1999.

Anthony J. Thompson
Frederick S. Phillips
David C. Lashway
SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128
Tel.: (202) 663-8000
Fax: (202) 663-8007

Jeptha P. Hill
Law Office of Jeptha P. Hill
816 Congress Avenue, Suite 1100
Austin, Texas 78701-2443

ON BEHALF OF HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Road, Suite 101
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120
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February 10, 1999

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:
Peter B. Bloch, Presiding Officer

Thomas D. Murphy, Special Agent

)

In the Matter of: )
)

HYDRO RESOURCES, INC. ) Docket No. 40-8968-ML
2929 Coors Road, Suite 101 ) ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML
Albuquerque, NM 87120 )

AFFIDAVIT OF ALAN C. EGGLESTON, PH.D.

1. My name is Alan Eggleston. I am of sound mind and body and am competent to

make this declaration. The factual statements herein are true and correct to the best of my

knowledge, and the opinions expressed herein are based on my best professional judgment and

experience. I received a Ph.D. in Neurophysiology and Biophysics from the University of

California in 1969 with post graduate training in cellular Neurophysiology from the University of

Texas. I have been a partner in the environmental consulting firm of Eggleston Holmes and

Associates since 1982. My specific expertise is in the area of radioactive and toxic materials,

mining, waste disposal and handling, waste discharges and permitting. I have more than 20 years

of experience assisting the mineral industry with permitting new facilities, permit amendments,

and remediation of hazardous waste sites. A copy of my professional vita is attached.



2. In preparation for this affidavit, I reviewed the following:

NCRP. 1983. Environmental Radioactivity. Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of
the National Council on Radiation Protection Measurements.

NCRP. 1975. Natural Background Radiation in the United States. NCRP Report No.45.

NCRP. 1984. Evaluation of Occupational and Environmental Exposures to Radon and Radon
Daughters in the United States. NCRP Report No. 78.

Texas Department of Health. 1984. Environmental Assessment, Safety Evaluation Report, and
Proposed License Conditions Related to the Texaco Inc.-Sunoco Energy Development
Company Hobson Tex- 1 Project, Karnes County, Texas. Bureau of Radiation Control.
Austin, Texas.

Texas Department of Health. 1985. Environmental Assessment, Safety Evaluation Report, and
Proposed License Conditions Related to the Uranium Resources Inc. Kingsville Dome
Project, Kleberg County, Texas. Bureau of Radiation Control. Austin, Texas.

Texas Department of Health. 1986. Environmental Assessment and License Conditions Related
to Expansion of the Everest Exploration, Inc. Mt. Lucas Project License No. 8-3068, Live
Oak County, Texas. Bureau of Radiation Control. Austin, Texas.

Texas Department of Health. 1981. Environmental Assessment Related to Tenneco Uranium,
Inc. West Cole Project, Webb County, Texas. Bureau of Radiation Control. Austin,
Texas.

Texas Department of Health. 1987. Environmental Assessment, Safety Evaluation Report, and
Proposed License Conditions Related to the Renewal of License No. (-2402 Chevron
Resources Co. Panna Maria Uranium Project, Kames County, Texas. Bureau of
Radiation Control. Austin, Texas.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 1997. Final Environmental Impact Statement: to
Construct and Operate the Crownpoint Uranium Solution Mining Project, Crownpoint,
New Mexico. NUREG - 1508. BLM NM - 010-93-02. BIA EIS - 92-001.

3. HRI took the Church Rock radon and gamma data during 1987, before the site by-

product and source material was removed by HRI under contract to UNC. After 1987,
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considerable effort was made to remove pond sediments (by-product) and other surficial

materials (by-product, source material). The mine vents and main shaft were sealed at this time

also. In other words, much of the material and structures contributing to ambient radon levels

were removed. New ambient radon data will be collected pre-operationally as required under the

Standard Operating Procedures. The SOP is required under administrative condition 9.8 of the

NRC Materials License and the environmental monitoring is specified in Section 10 (Operations,

Controls, Limits and Restrictions), condition 10.30. This new data will establish the set point

against which the effects of the proposed new in situ mine will be measured. It should also be

noted that radon-222 measured at sites with near surface uranium deposits typically demonstrate

highly variable ambient radon-222 concentrations (see Table 1). The claim that any variability in

radon and/or elevated radon above a national average is evidence of by-product or source

material contamination is not supported by these data. It should also be noted that surficial

materials remaining on site are NORM and not regulated by the NRC.

4. Elevated radon-222 levels have been associated with naturally occurring radiation

in all portions of the world where radioactive minerals containing the uranium series are a

component of the near surface geology ( Table 1). The area of New Mexico including the

Church Rock and Crownpoint sites has such geology. The geology is highly variable in terms of

surficial mineralization and ambient radon-222 can be expected to range widely throughout the

area naturally. Elevated radon-222 is not conclusive evidence for anthropogenic activity

associated with uranium mining.
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Table 1. Ranges and mean values of outdoor radon-222 in pCi/m3 for a wide range of
locations across the U.S. for which data is available (NCRP, 1975).

Location Concentration Range Mean Concentration

From direct measurement
Illinois 50-1000

New York 20-500 130
New Mexico 240
New York 40-230 120
New York 100-220 170
Ohio 170-1040 480

From radon daughter
measurement

Illinois 70-300
Florida 20-300
Washington, D.C. 122
Massachusetts <10-40 20
California 90
New York 15-200 100
Ohio 70-850 270
Ohio 260
Washington, D.C. 47

Illinois 25
California 2.5-10 6
Tennessee 17
Alaska 3
Washington 2

By comparison the ambient radon concentration at Church Rock and Crownpoint

(pCi/m3) are shown in Table 2. (data taken from Table 1. of the brief).

Table 2. Ambient radon concentrations at Church Rock and Crownpoint (pCi/m3)

Location Sampling Period Radon pCi/m3 Source

Church Rock 10/80-7/81 2400-3800 D'Appolonia, 1981
Church Rock 8/87-9/88 1200-3100 HRI, 1993
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Crownpoint 4/17/81-4/23/78 <240-<600 HRI, 1992
5/15/78-5/21/78 <200-<530

Crownpoint 4/78-2/79 100-130 Buhl et al., 1985
4/79-3/80 150-170

Crownpoint 2/81-10/82 220-280 HRI, 1989

4 4

Furthermore, data taken from other in situ mining projects demonstrates similar

concentrations and variability (Table 3.)

Table 3. Ambient radon-222 concentrations, pre-operational baseline, uranium mining
projects, Texas (Texas Department of Health)

Location Sampling Period Radon pCi/m3 Source

Kingsville Dome 7/1983-5/1984 610-1400 TDH
7/1983-5/1984 120-2200 TDH

7/1983-5/1984 460-1570 TDH
Hobson Tex-1 9/1979-7/1980 70-340 TDH
West Cole 4/1980-1/1981 0-650 TDH
Panna Maria 1977-1978 260-140 TDH
Mt Lucas

Plant location 8/1983-8/1984 180-1180 TDH
M Sand ore body 8/1983-8/1984 20-510 TDH
J Sand ore body 8/1983-8/1984 170-1320 TDH

As these tables show, if ambient radon is measured over property containing potential in

situ minable ore bodies, the levels of radon measured include the same orders of magnitude of

radon measured for the two sites of the Crownpoint project and they show the same types of

variability. It should also be noted that none of the Texas project locations had been sites of any

previous uranium mining activity.

The factors used for converting concentrations of airborne radioactivity to absorbed dose

rates in tissue for radon-222 absorbed on bronchial surfaces is 0.001. Using this factor, an air
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concentration of 150 pCi/m3 yields a dose equivalent rate of <2 mrem/yr. An air concentration of

3000 pCi/m3, using the same calculation method, yields a dose of 30 mrem/yr whereas an air

concentration of 2200 pCi/m3 (the average radon concentration measured by HRI at Church

Rock before clean-up) gives a dose of approximately 22 mRem/yr. This dosage was composed

of background radon (radon derived from non-source, non-byproduct material) and non-

background radon (radon derived from source and by-product material). Subsequent to the

measurements of radon, the source and by-product material was removed from site. It is

expected the dose currently experienced on the Church Rock site is far below this level because

of the clean-up activities carried out by HRI on site and it is based on radon generated from (or

dominated by) background materials as stated in the FEIS.

5. The application of the proposed analogy that different distributions of income

somehow indicates the groundwater data used by HRI and the arithmetic mean used to represent

this data is misleading and inappropriate is absurd. The development of a term descriptive of the

radon-222 concentration in the lixiviant circulated during the mining process is not based on

elemental analysis of individual wells but represents the output of a wellfield the produced

waters of which are commingled. Perhaps the analogy of income groups would have been more

appropriate if the question "Which group has the most money and the most economic impact?"

was asked. The answer will be "Both groups have the same total amount of money and produce

the same impact".

6. The boundary receptors used in the MILDOS calculations are an appropriate

limitation because members of the public will not have access to the mining sites. This

allegation that MILDOS calculations are inappropriate reflects confusion about restricted and
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unrestricted areas. Boundary receptors are located at the outer limits of access by members of

the public. The public does not have access to areas within the restricted areas outlined by such

boundary receptors. The use of boundary receptors is significant because these receptor

locations represent the closest approach permitted to members of the public. Inside the limits

prescribed by the boundary receptors, mine personnel and other authorized workeris and visitors

must abide by the approved Standard Operating Procedures of the mine which include special

training, monitoring, and authorization supervised by the radiation safety officer (RSO).

7. Within districts containing uranium deposits, high variability of ambient radon

gas is the rule rather than the exception. Jumping to the conclusion that variability equates to

non-background is unsupported by any evidence. The additional invocation of "background

radon concentrations nationally" is without merit when the background radon-222 levels of

areas with known uranium deposits are compared with such a national average (see Table 2).

8. The brief states "the FEIS completely ignores the history of the area, which

demonstrates that the Church Rock area was heavily mined in the past, but the Crownpoint area

has not had mining activity other than some exploratory drilling...". The brief then lists the

following sections to prove mining in the Church Rock area:

Section 17
Section 35 (T17N, R16W)
Section 25 (T17N, R16W)
Section 2 (TI6N, R16W)

The brief further states."These mining activities are the obvious source of the high radon

levels in the Church Rock area ....." Previous mining in Sections 17, 35 (T17N, R16W), Section

25 (T17N, R16W), and Section 2 (T16N, R16W) took place many years before the current

ambient radon and gamma surveys were performed, was at sites downwind from the proposed
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Church Rock site and was largely reclaimed and/or restored by the time environmental work was

performed at the Church Rock site. Since that time, the restoration and reclamation work at

these mining sites has been completed. Therefore, radon gas levels and gamma radiation levels

reported for Church Rock in the DEIS/FEIS were not due to these activities. Furthermore. the

NCRP has reviewed the effects of anthropogenic activity of ambient radon concentrations

(NCRP, 1983) and in its review states that activities such as mine vents, tailings, and other mine

related surface sources would not influence ambient radon beyond 0.8 km (2600 ft or

approximately 1/2 miles) (NCRP, 1983). None of referenced sites lies within 2600 feet,

downwind or upwind.

9. The speculation that background for gamma radiation "is likely to be around 10 to

15 uR/hr" is unsupported. It should also be pointed out that gamma radiation is not usually the

"downwind hazard" from an in situ mine. The influences of previous mining and milling

activities have been largely removed since 1987 (removal of pond sediments, surface clean-up,

sealing of old mine shafts and vents). The reason for no measurements at the nearest residence

are that this residence was established well after the permit application was submitted and it did

not exist during the period in which environmental data was collected. This location was

included in the most recent MILDOS models and there was a boundary receptor in line with this

residence in the downwind direction. Pre-operational and operational monitoring at this

residence are required by the license.

10. "Had previous mining not taken place, the "natural background" levels would

likely be around what they are at Crownpoint". The assumption made by Intervenors' brief is



that background radiation is a constant. This statement is without merit and it is unsupported by

environmental data. The natural radiation background varies with the natural occurrence of

radioactive elements as well as other factors.

11. The brief alleges "the underlying assumptions about the source term are based on

an inappropriate interpretation of radon-222 measurements in the groundwater at the Crownpoint

site". The brief states that an uncertainty analysis of the data should have been performed. This

is simply a self-serving analytical approach which ignores that groundwater data varies in radon

concentration across an ore body (as does the parent, radium-226). The approach used attempts

to attach a time element to the analysis based on an hour by hour expectation of variability and

then further exaggerates this with an assumption that the higher concentrations will be

represented more frequently in time. If we examine the data used to describe the concentration

of circulating radon in the lixiviant, a wide range of data is observed. Further examination of the

data graphically indicates a high frequency associated with lower values of radon compared to

the low frequency of high radon values. On the basis of a geographical distribution, data shows a

preponderance (70%) of radon values below 130,000 pCi/L (Figure 1.). The high values for

radon referenced in the brief as justification for elevating the source term occur with very low

frequency. This data distribution means that an average value including the extremely high

values represents a conservative assessment of the source term, not an underestimation as

asserted by the brief. It should also be pointed out that source terms similar to the one used for

the Church Rock mine have been used for several other in situ mines using the same mining

technology. The source terms for these mines were based on a variety of techniques including
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water analyses and calculated ore body emissions using methods accepted by the NRC.

Furthermore, none of the mines for which these source terms were developed have shown, during

field verification of predicted dose, any nearest residence or downwind boundary receptor

concentrations of radon above those predicted by the model. In fact, MILDOS tends to be overly

conservative in predicting dose under these circumstances.

Radon calculations used in source term development used the average of two successive

water samples taken from within the Mobil Unit 1 production area. The mean of these 26

average values was approximately 135,000 pCi/L. This is a conservative approach because water

from within the monitor well ring is pulled into the production area, particularly during

restoration. If the water is included in the radon term, the mean drops to approximately 83,000

pCi/L. All of the values of means reflect a few high values and a large cluster of lower values

(see Figure 1 and 2). Since water is commingled from an entire wellfield during production, it is

entirely appropriate to have an average value for all data points (wells) within a wellfield to

represent overall water quality. When we examine the overall water quality (production areas

and just beyond) of a wellfield such as the example of the South Trend Mobil, we see that over

70% of the water represented by empirical data is below the value of 135,000 pCi/L. This means

that 135,000 pCi/L is an overestimation of radon water concentration not an underestimation.
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12. Boundary receptors are the limits to which individual members of the public can

approach the project. The boundary is the limit of the restricted area and separates it physically

from the unrestricted area. The boundary is protected by a fence and is appropriately labeled,

notifying the public that the area is restricted. The term used in the brief ("building fence") is not

part of the proposed project boundary. The individual members of the public with the highest

potential exposure from the project are the nearest residence and/or the nearest residence

downwind. These receptors are clearly listed in the FEIS as part of the MILDOS assessment.

The statement in the brief that "the calculation of predicted air concentrations was limited to

residences and boundary receptors" is untrue. Centers of population, grazing areas, and regional

populations by distance out to 80 kilometers are part of the calculations of predicted air

concentrations for the Crownpoint Project.

13. A wellfield produces water from several points within the ore body. The

commingling of produced water is very similar to producing a composite sample from a

relatively large area (several acres) composed of several sample points or production wells. This

commingled water is produced 24 hours per day, 365 days a year, barring mechanical problems.

Such production is continuous and takes place at a relatively constant flow rate. If we were to

consider the example provided for source term derivation, all the wells would be producing and

the rate of production from each well would be similar to the others. All the water from the

individual wells would be collected into one composite flow representing all the wells. The

source term for this water represents the continuous production of this water. Therefore, it is

absolutely reasonable to use a Gaussian model for predicting dose from air emissions from such

a mine, emissions which are a direct reflection of circulating water. It is not reasonable to
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assume some type of dose distribution which varies greatly from time to time and further distort

the picture by claiming this unsupported view denies the applicability of a Gaussian model. It is

true that a Gaussian model is subject to limitations. That is why field verification of model

predictions is necessary, required by NRC, and proposed by HRI. However, much has been

included within the assumptions used for the HRI model runs and MILDOS itself which enhance

conservative outcomes resulting from the use of the model. Included in these protective factors

are the following:

a. Within the development of the source terms for the HRI models, a Mobil

Corporation database for Crownpoint was employed. This database was for radon-222

concentrations in groundwater determined during a pilot operation in partially in Unit 1. The

data presented in Table 3 of the brief is taken from this database. However, only production

wells within Unit 1 were used to describe the groundwater concentrations. Other data was

available for wells extending north in sections 15 and 16 on the remainder of the pilot project and

over the ore body. If all the available radon data was included in the calculation of the radon

concentration in the recirculating water, the concentration of radon-222 used for calculating the

source term would have been lowered by more than one-third.

b. No provision was made in the modeling for the small diminution of dissolved

radon from its starting concentration with introduction of water outside the ore body during

mining due to the cone of depression maintained by mining operations. Water from outside the

ore body is much lower in radon concentration than water from within the ore zone.

c. Furthermore, no provision is made for the diminution of radon emissions during

the restoration phase of mining when radium is removed from the groundwater.
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d. The question of uncertainty concerning model predictions raised in the brief

ignores that the uncertainties of models have their greatest impacts under conditions of high

concentrations, high possible dose, and discontinuous operations. Neither of the proposed

activities at Church Rock or Crowpoint meets these conditions and therefore the question of

uncertainty should be minimal.

14. The allegation that the Final Environmental Impact Statement "distorts, or fails to

disclose key information about the significant impacts of airborne emissions from the Crown

point site" is based on the invention of uncertainty with time for a process which has been

demonstrated to be continuous. The brief is in error when it supposes great variation in radon-

222 release on an hourly basis. It is also in error when it subscribes to the notion that MILDOS

and the NRC are deliberately understating the hazard from radon emissions.

15. Gamma radiation at Church Rock was measured before materials associated with

previous mining were removed during the subsequent site clean-up performed by HRI. It is

important to note that gamma radiation is not considered a wind hazard. Gamma radiation will

again be measured before operations at this site and any gamma radiation observed at this time

will establish background levels against which operational impacts can be measured. It is likely

that background gamma at this site will be elevated due to the presence of naturally occurring

radioactive materials. It is also likely that the gamma radiation associated with this site will be

different compared to the Crownpoint site. Such variation is common among prospective in situ

uranium mining sites. Gamma radiation was not measured at the nearest residence in the early

pre-operational baseline studies because this residence did not exist at that time. Monitoring of

this site will be required under the permit conditions. The FEIS statement that "radiological

effects during project construction would include natural background plus remnant radiation
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stemming from previous mining and milling activities near the Church Rock site" reflects the

original site condition. Remnant radiation after HRI clean-up is now due to natural background

and does not contain elements of previous mining and milling activity wastes considered source

and by-product material. Since the gamma radiation arising from the site is background, it does

not create a dose above natural background.

16. The use of MILDOS does not constitute a misrepresentation, distortion, or failure

to disclose key information concerning airborne emissions from the Crownpoint site on the part

of HRI. Firstly, NRC requires that the applicant use MILDOS to estimate impacts from airborne

emissions. Secondly, MILDOS has been under development for many years and has a

demonstrated track record as a conservative model in estimating impacts from an in situ mine.

Thirdly, MILDOS has not underpredicted impacts in any in situ mine for the receptors modeled.

MILDOS has been the standard of the industry since the early 1980's.
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FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge.

Dated this /') day of February 1999.

./ -!

Alan Egglesto, AP.D.

Voluntarily signed and sworn to before me this ,&day of February 1999, by the

signer, whose identity is personally known to me or was proven t me on satisfactory
evidence.

/'~/~ NOTARY PUBLIC |d_

State of Texas Residing t:/dF //
, .Comm Exp O5-31-200 My Commission expires. ,-?/- ,,acJ



Resume

Alan C. Eggleston
February, 1999

Education

B.A. (Honors) 1964
Western Washington State University. Major in Biology (with thesis). Minors in
Chemistry, French, History.

Ph.D. 1969
University of California, Santa Barbara. Emphasis on Neurophysiology and Biophysics.
Thesis on sensory physiology.

Post-graduate 1969-1970
NIH Post-doctoral Trainee, University of Texas. Cellular Neurophysiology.

Employment History

1982 - Present
Partner in Eggleston Holmes and Associates, environmental consultants specializing in

radioactive and toxic materials, mining, waste disposal and handling, waste discharges,
and permitting. Dr. Eggleston is responsible for reviewing regulations, commenting on
proposed regulations, and critically reviewing regulation guidelines for clients. Dr.
Eggleston has experience in several states including Texas, New Mexico, Wyoming,
North Carolina, and Florida. Included in this experience are negotiations with the NRC,
EPA, and various state agencies as well as preparing and giving expert witness testimony
in radionuclide impacts, air modeling, dosimetry modeling, groundwater impacts of
metals and radionuclides, surface water impacts of hazardous materials and wastewater
discharges, terrestrial, marine and aquatic ecology, agriculture, irrigation impacts of
metals, and landfarm disposal impacts. Eggleston Holmes has been involved with the
permitting for the vast majority of in situ uranium mines licensed in the states of Texas,
Wyoming, and New Mexico.

1978 - 1982
Senior Scientist and Office and Office Manager, Camp Dresser & McKee, Austin, Texas.
Responsible for overseeing the scientific elements of mine and other industrial permitting
and managing the day to day business of the CDM Austin office.

1972-1978



Assistant Professor, Zoology, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.
Responsible for teaching and research in neurophysiology, biophysics, cellular
physiology, and comparative physiology in the Zoology Department and in the
Department of Physiology (College of Medicine). Also participated in teaching in
Biophysics (College of Medicine). Responsible for department general and radiation
safety. editorial board of the College of Science news- member o the College of Science
curriculum development committee; chairman, department of Zoology curriculum
development committee; secretary, area Science Fair board.

1974 - 1978

Manager and owner of the largest registered Suffolk sheep flock in Ontario, Canada.
Operation funded in part by Canadian Federal Business Development grant. Produced
registered breeding stock and market lambs.

1970- 1972

Acting Assistant Professor, Zoology, University of Texas, Austin. Responsible for
teaching and research in neurophysiology, cellular physiology, and comparative
physiology. Developed upper division cellular physiology course and laboratory under
National Institute of Health grant to Zoology Department. Departmental committee for
development of physiology curriculum and course design.

1969-1970

Post-doctoral Trainee, National Institute of Health, Zoology, University of Texas, Austin.
Responsible for research in invertebrate neurophysiology and behavior.

1969

Assistant, Comparative Physiology, Marine Biological Laboratories, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts. Responsible for the design, maintenance, and instruction in operation of
course electronic instrumentation and laboratory equipment.

1964- 1969

Lecturer, Biology, University of California, Santa Barbara. Responsible for teaching in
human physiology, comparative invertebrate physiology, and general biology.



1964

Office Manager, Bristol Bay, Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Responsible for
maintaining catch records, issuance of commercial fishing licenses, and day to day office
management.

1959- 1963

Pacific American Fisheries, Port Moller and King Cove. Responsible for producing
salmon caviar and bait eggs, production quality control for King crab canning.

Publications and Reports

Include reviewed and solicited papers in the area of neurophysiology, neurophysiological
correlates of behavior, reclamation and remediation of mine properties, and fisheries
waste disposal. Over one hundred reports have been authored dealing with topics ranging
from radionuclide disposal to toxic materials impact on ground water to waste treatment
methodologies for fisheries waste to ecological surveys for proposed mining projects to
radiological impacts from uranium mining.

Recent Projects

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Mt. Lucas Mine, Everest Minerals, Texas

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Hobson Mine, Everest Minerals, Texas

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Las Palmas Mine, Everest Minerals,
Texas

* Radioactive Materials License Application, Rhone Poulenc, Texas

* Design of Shielding for Radioactive Materials Storage and Processing, Rhone
Poulenc, Texas

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Gruy Mine, Everest Minerals, Texas

" Evaluation of NORM Disposal Site, CARE, Texas

* Radioactive Materials License Application, Kingsville Dome Mine, URI, Texas

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Vasquez Project, URI, Texas



* Radioactive Materials License Application. Rosita Mine, URI, Texas

* Land Disposal Application, Hobson Mine, Everest Minerals, Texas

* Radioactive Materials License Application, West Cole Mine, Tenneco, Texas

* Renewal, Radioactive Materials License, Holiday-El Mesquite Mine, Cogema, Texas

" Due Diligence Report, Texas and Wyoming Mine Acquisitions, Total, Texas

• Baseline Environmental Study, Highlands Project, Everest Minerals, Wyoming

* Baseline Environmental Study, Pawelik Project, U.S. Steel, Texas

* Baseline Environmental Study, Proposed Mine Project, Cambridge Royalty, Texas

• Rule Making, State of Florida, Scallop Processing Wastewater Discharge Standards,
Southern Seafoods, Florida

" Evaluation of Bacterial Contamination, Scallop Processing Waste, Southern
Seafoods, Florida

" Evaluation of Heavy Metals in Processed Scallops, Southern Seafoods, Florida

* Preparation of QA/QC Manuals for EPA Consent Order Projects, Southern Seafoods,
Florida

• Preparation of QA/QC Manuals for EPA Consent Order Projects, Cape Seafoods,
Florida

" Preparation of QA/QC Manual for Jordan Laboratories, Corpus Christi, Texas

• Preparation of QA/QC Manual for Kingsville Municipal Solid Waste Disposal Site,
Jordan Laboratories, Corpus Christi, Texas

" Evaluation of Wastewater Discharge Impacts, Brushy Creek, Cedar Park, Texas

" Evaluation of Wastewater Discharge Impacts, Medina River Drainage, San Antonio,
Texas

" Technical Report on Scallop Shell Land Disposal, Lambert International Seafoods,
Florida



" Evaluation of Scallop Processing Waste Discharge, Lambert International Seafoods,
North Carolina

" Design and Implementation of Scallop Wastewater Treatment, Cape Seafoods,
Florida

" Evaluation of Heavy Metals and Other Waste Contamination in Groundwater, Port of
Canaveral, Florida

* Toxic Chemical Impact on Ground and Surface Water, UPS, San Marcos, Texas

* Wetlands Inventory and 404 Permit Application, Union Carbide, Texas

* Baseline Environmental Survey, West Cole Expansion, Total Minerals, Texas

* Toxicity Reduction Plan and Monitoring of Wastewater, Tyler Pipe, Tyler, Texas

" MILDOS Impact Assessment, Highlands Project, Everest Minerals, Wyoming

* MILDOS Impact Assessment, Holiday-El Mesquite Mine, Cogema, Texas

* Toxic Materials Landfill Remediation and Closure Monitoring, Texas Urethanes,
Texas

" Evaluation of Radionuclide Impact Assessment, Phopho-gypsum Pile, Mobil, Texas

" MILDOS Impact Assessment, Panna Maria Unloading Site, Chevron, Texas

" NESHAPS Evaluation, Panna Maria Mine, Rio Grande Resources, Texas

* NESHAPS Evaluation, Holiday-El Mesquite Mine, Cogema, Texas

" MILDOS Impact Assessment, Smith Ranch Mine, Rio Algom, Wyoming

" MILDOS Impact Assessment, HRI, Church Rock, New Mexico

* MILDOS Impact Assessment, HRI, Crownpoint, New Mexico

" Ecology Impact Evaluation, HRI, Church Rock, New Mexico

" Restoration Table Value Amendment Application, Lamprecht Mine, IEC, Texas

* Restoration Table Value Amendment Application, Zamzow Mine, IEC, Texas



" Evaluation of Landfarm Impacts, Phillips Petroleum, Texas

* Mine Permit Application, Alta Mesa Project. Cogema, Texas

" Radioactive Materials License Application, Alta Mesa Proejct, Cogema, Texas

* Landfarm Closure, Liberty Waste, Texas

" Landfill Toxic Impact Evaluation, Liberty Waste, Texas

* Land Application Disposal Permit Application Technical Report, Pawnee Mine, IEC,
Texas

" Evaluation of Soils Toxicity, HB Zachry, Texas

" Preparation of Irrigation Disposal Plans, Church Rock, HRI, New Mexico

" Evaluation of Irrigation Salinity Effects, Energy Fuels International, Wyoming

" Evaluation of Risk Assessment Due to Metals and Radionuclides, Reno Creek
Project, Energy Fuels International, Wyoming

" Evaluation of Oil Field Impacts of Cattle, Sanchez-Obrien, Texas

* Review of Claimed Health Impacts from Proximity to Uranium Mines, Chevron,
Texas

* Impact of Hazardous Waste Release on Aquatic Environment, Tyler Pipe, Texas

" ALARA Survey, Total Minerals, Texas

" Field Measurement and Assessment of Radon Emissions, Total Minerals, Texas

* Field Measurement of Radon Emissions, IEC, Texas

" Closure Survey, Lamprecht Mine, IEC, Texas

" Irrigation Permit Application, Smith Ranch Mine, Rio Algom, Wyoming

" Evaluation of Receiving Water Discharges, NETMWD, Texas

* Evaluation of Impacts of a Medical Waste Processing Facility, Texas

" Assessment Plan, Technicoat, Fort Worth, Texas



* Data Review and Risk Assessment, Heavy Metals Disposal Site, Dallas, Texas

* Data Review, Waste Disposal Site, Austin, Texas


